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Chapter 1031 

Regardless of anything else, Kent understood Sean’s feelings for Willow. 

As Willow’s father, Kent genuinely thought Willow had found the right man. 

A man she could spend the rest of her life with. 

As a father, he was happy for Willow. 

“Whew! 

“Thank you. Thank you very much.” 

Kent let out a sigh and suddenly said out of the blue. 

Sean glanced at Kent with some surprise. 

However, he soon figured out why Kent said thank you. 

Still, Sean had to do what needed to be done. 

“Willow can’t suffer two years of grievance for nothing. 

“80% of Quinn Corporation’s shares as compensation and their apology. 

“Apology and compensation. Nothing less.” 

Sean looked at Kent, still not giving in. 

He knew Kent could not decide for them, so he let him go back to pass the message. 

“Sean, 80% is a lot. 

“Didn’t you only ask 60% from other companies?” 

Kent was silent for a few seconds, knowing Old Madam Quinn would never agree to give 80 % of Quinn 

Corporation’s shares. 

“They aren’t the Quinn family. 

owe Willow anything, but 

up again when 

he looked at Willow to ask for 

hoped Willow would put in a word for 

Willow only shook her 

have to look 

him, and I support whatever 



says. 

said that, Kent understood that he could 

using family affection. 

forget about Old Madam 

opinion, 80% is 

no way Old Madam Quinn would let Quinn Corporation belong to you!” 

looked at Sean and advised with 

Sean to have a good future. 

was willing to support Sean’s 

was no way that Old Madam Quinn would agree to Sean’s terms if they were 

idea was out 

belong to 

stakes will be 

to do 

looked at Kent and said what was on 

“What?” 

their eyes and looked at 

had no idea that Sean had such 

said that Sean was 

seemed those rumors had 

not care about 

he did was to gain something for 

approached Willow for the Quinn family’s business. 

only proved 

properties still belong to the Quinn family.” 

at Kent and 

“Sean, well…” 

Chapter 1032 

These were not tears of grievance nor sadness but genuine happiness, joy, and affections. 



She saw Sean’s concern and attentiveness toward her. 

She never thought of getting anything for her two years of effort. 

However, she was touched by Sean’s return. 

It made her feel like she had seen the light at the end. 

Sean did not let her lose. 

He achieved everything he promised. 

Willow did not care about money and power. She only cared about Sean’s concern for her. 

“You don’t need to thank me, silly girl. 

“If you insist on thanking me, remember that I, Sean Lennon, would not have gotten to where I am now 

if you hadn’t taken care of me back then.” 

Sean gently stroked Willow’s hair as he spoke from the bottom of his heart. 

“Okay, I won’t say anymore. I won’t say anything else…” 

Willow hugged Sean tightly, feeling relieved. 

same time. 

Town–next to River City. 

City is settled, 

spoke respectfully to 

was the current 

also Chloe’s 

be so slow for such a small 

middle–aged man frowned 

the phone call himself. Lathan Manor would be humiliated if things did not. 

when the authorities are 

can’t just do whatever he wants. 

answered cautiously after 

man nodded gently at 

knew this sort of thing could not 

would not give orders to 

could only help them in 



that Sean would 

never asked whether this Sean Lennon is a drunkard or a 

book and asked about Sean for the 

man is surprisingly 

have sorted this out himself even if we didn’t 

when he heard 

Are you kidding me? 

sent someone to help him 

he fight Jen–Bond Holdings with such 

Chapter 1033 

“Tell Ms. Chloe it’s settled. 

“Tell her to eat well and stay home. 

“If she goes against me again, I’ll put Sean’s company out of business and let him live on the streets in a 

minute.” 

The middle–aged man looked at the servant and spoke again. 

“Yes!” 

The servant answered and slowly left. 

“Sean Lennon… 

“Tsk, so what if he’s smart? There’s no shortage of brilliant young people in this world.” 

The middle–aged man shook his head slightly. Even if Sean surprised him, he did not take Sean seriously. 

If Chloe had not asked him, he did not think he would have ever had anything to do with Sean. 

The next day. 

The situation in River City was finally settled after one night. 

At first, many people thought James would not give up and would try again. 

However, a day and a night went by, and James did nothing. 

Jen–Bond Holdings‘ River City Branch did 

one knew what was on James‘ mind, not 

would go big in 

had not 



Group would 

It was true. 

two days to sort out 

Lennon Group’s employees were so professional that Sean did not 

to Lennon Group’s cosmetics company 

careful preparation had 

like staff recruitment were 

were officially up and running. 

this 

soon as Sean, Willow, and Leah reached the entrance, a voice rang behind them. 

did not sound friendly. 

turned and looked at 

memory, but it took him a while to remember who the girl was. 

Demi Lucien. 

school 

few 

your boyfriend wealthy enough to buy you 

work in a place 

asked, deliberately curling her lips as 

it 

asked indifferently, glancing 

Chapter 1034 

‘President Quinn, Manager Light… 

‘Are these staff greeting Willow? 

‘Doesn’t that mean Willow is a senior executive at this cosmetics company?‘ 

Demi was surprised to find that Willow was the president. 

“You… You…” 

Demi pointed at Willow but did not know what to say. 

“Don’t you know who owns the company when you apply for the job?” 



Sean glanced at Demi, his tone sarcastic. 

He disliked people like Demi. 

“Hmph! What’s so great about it? Isn’t she just a lousy president? 

“That’s not even your major, yet you can become a president…” 

Demi was jealous, his voice full of disdain. 

She thought even Willow could become the president when she did not major in aesthetics. 

It could be easier for her to get promoted because she was certified as an aesthetician. 

“Demi, that’s enough. 

“There’s no bad blood between us.” 

Willow shook her head slightly as she prepared to walk into the building after finishing. 

However, Demi thought Willow was insulting her. 

“What are you so smug about? Let me tell you…” 

stepped forward to yell 

get her out of 

pointed to Demi, and two 

way, 

two security guards said calmly 

you mean? 

job. I have 

and shouted at 

about 

room for you here.” 

Demi 

you are? It’s not up to you to decide if I get 

How did you 

you hooking up with the owner of this company? Haha! 

they have made you presidenta 

she spoke. Besides that, she also talked without 

her surprise, Willow did not 



only gave her a strange look, leaving Demi 

Did I 

with the 

for two seconds before reaching the company entrance. 

“You’re right. 

terms with the owner of this 

to laugh. He even found Demi 

“What?” 

Sean knew about this and did not 

for a few seconds before sneering. 

guys are 

on you, and you’re cool with 

know this company belongs to River 

steps and asked as he slowly leaned over Demi, 

“Hmm?” 

did not react. 

you think owns Lennon Group?” 

Chapter 1035 

People from operations, human resources, marketing, and research and development departments 

attended the meeting. 

After all, today was the first all-staff meeting. 

Everyone had to attend it. 

Sean looked around. There were dozens of employees in the company. 

It did not include the employees recruited later to produce cosmetics and skincare products. 

After all, the company paid well, so they had no problem recruiting people. 

Many employees were the elites of other companies. They quickly job–hopped here after hearing about 

the company’s lucrative pay. 

Willow followed Sean and sat at the table’s main seat. 

Sean and Leah sat on her left and right. 



He founded the company for Willow and Leah anyway, so Sean had no plans to get too 

involved. 

Besides, he believed Willow could do a great job with the company. 

“Is everyone here?” 

Willow asked the crowd, slowly opening a document in front of her. 

Everyone hurriedly glanced at each other, checking whether everyone in their departments 

was there. 

All the employees got here before Willow. 

mess with their 

only a woman, she was also the boss. 

someone was indeed absent after they checked. 

R&D isn’t here 

resources stood up and reported to 

the matter? Is it his day off?” 

slightly when she heard that. 

Grant from the cosmetics research and development department. 

a senior cosmetics 

was said that he had developed several 

smug as he thought he 

everyone. 

heart of the research and development department, the company’s future depended on 

he was like the top salesman in a sales company, 

“No… No…” 

girl from human resources reported again in a whisper. 

reiterated yesterday that no one can be late for today’s 

the R&D department 

slightly as she looked at several employees from the research and 

other and lowered their heads 

they dared not criticize 



at the time. She stopped waiting and was about 

then, the conference room door was pushed 

in his thirties walked in 

if the company were his own home. 

was the head of research and development, Quint 

flashed across Willow’s eyes. 

was gentle in front of Sean but strict in front of others. 

today was the company’s 

wake–up call from the company boss. 

came 

this was not dealt with, how would she 

Chapter 1036 

After all, he did have a point. 

A cosmetics research and development engineer was a researcher who used chemical raw materials in 

line with cosmetic safety standards according to market demand to carry out cosmetic formula research 

and development, organize trial production runs, and test the formula and efficacy. 

Therefore, the research and development department was the core of the company. 

Product development was critical. 

Even if you had brilliant operations and sales department, you could not run a company without a 

product to sell. 

After all, you could not make bricks without straw. 

Therefore, the company’s product development was critical. 

Even Willow did not want to offend Quint too much. 

However, where was her authority as president if this went on, and how would she lead people? 

“Did you make the rules?” 

Sean asked indifferently, looking at Quint. 

“And who are you?” 

Quint glanced at Sean with disdain in his voice. 

“Answer my question.” 

at Quint as he spoke in a calm 



to answer your question. 

to develop 

to say 

did 

only a 

face. 

in your 

should 

why he dealt with Quill the way he 

most proud of 

wanted to see if he 

have an advanced certificate in cosmetics research 

fine chemistry, applied chemistry, chemical analysis, biology, and other professional fields. 

couple of hit products. President Quinn should 

in his chair with his legs crossed and his facial 

the track record, so that 

meeting room 

to offend 

wanted to see how the beautiful president Willow would 

today, he would only 

would not be 

his face full of 

laying a good foundation for his future status in 

knew Willow would never 

Chapter 1037 

“Do you think I don’t know what you’re saying?” 

Quint frowned at Sean, still crossing his legs as he sat. 

“How can we eliminate free radicals and slow down melanin build–up?” 

Sean asked calmly as he took a sip of water. 



Quint could not stay calm any longer. Sean insisted on having him share his expertise. 

Then he would teach Sean a lesson. 

“When it comes to skincare, besides getting enough quality rest, you can use vitamin C for skin care. 

“So the first step is to use skincare products with vitamin C. 

“Next, we have to solve melanin build–up. 

“Skincare products containing niacinamide can solve this problem.” 

Quint smugly shared his professional knowledge with the crowd. 

What he said was indeed recognized by the outside world, so everyone nodded. 

Many people were impressed with Quint. 

“You’re wrong.” 

slowly shook his head and said two 

How am I wrong?” 

slightly before looking at Sean angrily. 

allow anyone to 

down melanin build–up. It has some effect, but it’s not the most obvious. 

to the core, 

medical world, there’s a saying called going to the root of the 

expression 

know 

creates melanin is 

what we can use to remove 

Quint 

the expertise 

as a top doctor, he knew all 

aging was like teaching fish 

can we use?” 

froze for two seconds before asking through gritted teeth. 

to get rid 

Quint slowly uncrossed his legs and began to 



looked at Sean with admiration. 

Sean could utter such 

used it, there’s still 

what we 

a few seconds of silence. 

do you want to 

Chapter 1038 

There was no first or last in learning. 

The phrase was applicable in any field and industry. 

At a cosmetics company’s staff meeting, having a profound knowledge of skincare would be respected. 

No matter how rich and powerful a person was, these skincare industry elites would only respect them 

on the surface. 

They would be impressed if someone could teach them something more in their field. 

The few employees in the company’s research and development department were arrogant at first. 

After Sean overpowered Quint, they all sat up straight and turned serious. 

“Am I right?” 

Sean asked indifferently, looking at Quint. 

Quint stared at Sean, not knowing what to say. 

He knew what Sean said was true, of course. 

At least, as far as Quint knew, Sean was right. 

In the knowledge Sean had shared, there were still some things that Quint did not understand. 

“After all, this isn’t my strong suit. 

“You’re welcome to correct anything wrong.” 

Sean withdrew his gaze and looked at the others. 

The employees in the conference room were speechless. 

his strong 

knowledge and skin care process he mentioned were all experiences that no money can buy!” 

crowd had no idea if Sean was being modest or 

like to ask you what you can do 



a little unconvinced. He wanted to get control 

crowd looked at Sean 

Sean understood it depended on whether he 

does the residual melanin 

coffee cup and took 

cuticles, of course. 

in the cuticles 

He knew 

we dissolve the skin 

again, putting down 

“Acid.” 

without 

think we should do?” 

tapped on the table and asked Quint in 

“I’m asking you! 

can teach you if you can’t answer, 

not let Sean lead him around by 

“Go on.” 

gently as if 

some acidic ingredients to dissolve the cuticles and remove the residual 

products I’ve ever developed is specifically for the 

pulled out 

one, and 

It’s 

complimented the effects at the 

did not expect Quint to develop 

mind, several girls looked at 

was smug, feeling good. 

Chapter 1039 



“But… but what do you suggest then? 

“Tell me what to do about the skin cuticles.” 

Quint blushed before raising his voice sharply and shouting. 

“Acid. 

“I’m talking about alpha hydroxy acids.” 

Sean glanced at Quint before saying casually. 

“Are you suggesting we extract alpha hydroxy acids from fruits and vegetables and add them to skincare 

products? 

“I admit that alpha hydroxy acids don’t harm the skin, but they will cost a lot of money, manpower, and 

resources!” 

Quint was silent for a moment before gritting his teeth and saying. 

“It’s better than cutting corners and using harsh chemical materials to make dirty money.” 

Sean slowly leaned back on his chair and said calmly. 

It was true that he made money through business, but he had standards. 

“Haha! How noble! 

“If we follow your suggestion, a single machine will cost a lot of 

money. Can 

you 

afford it? 

“The company hired us to bring profits for the company. What do you call this? Increasing the cost?” 

Quint sneered, his eyes full of disdain. Before Sean could speak, he looked at Willow again. 

“What do you say, President Quinn? 

“We started the company to make money.” 

Quint thought Willow would know what to do if she was not stupid. 

his surprise, Willow shook her 

Only a capitalist will run a company to make money at 

it’s done without ethics. “Is 

hope our company will never 

after Willow 



a woman like Willow would 

they had changed their 

she had a way with things. 

“You! You! 

believe the big boss will let you 

so much 

up to you? Do you 

up and 

nodded 

was only a president, and Sean 

chairman was superior to 

company seemed to be a subsidiary 

let them do whatever they 

to 

Sean Lennon, and I’m President Quinn’s fiancé. 

cosmetics 

clothes and said slowly. 

“What?” 

his head and looked 

also widened their 

was Sean 

boss of the company! 

wonder he was so 

Willow was supportive of all 

matter how expensive the equipment 

“Any other questions?” 

looking at 

Quint blushed, speechless. 

company belonged to 



could buy whatever 

“No… no problem…” 

repeatedly shook his head, afraid 

“Hello, Mr. Lennon!” 

everyone in the conference room recomposed themselves and quickly greeted Sean. 

Chapter 1040 

Quint was soon brought out, and the others silently lowered their heads. 

“Calm down. 

“The company hired you because of your ability. 

“Stay here and work diligently. I guarantee you’ll receive the best treatment in River City. 

“I won’t be too involved with the company. It’s all up to President Quinn and Manager Light. 

“You can continue with your meeting now.” 

Sean slowly finished and turned around to head outside. 

“Mr. Lennon, take care!” 

The crowd rose again and spoke respectfully. 

Willow and Leah also got up and watched Sean leave. 

They thought it was a smart decision to call Sean over today. 

Otherwise, the two women would have been overpowered. 

Sean alone could frighten everyone. 

Firing Quint on the spot was a wake–up call to everyone. 

had no choice but to cancel 

power, 

disrespect Willow and was 

the meeting, Willow and Leah’s cosmetics 

8 p.m. 

Tangle Hotel. 

Quinn family like Samuel, Fion, Kent, Simon, and Faye, arrived 

was hosting a gathering tonight and had invited Old Madam Quinn and 

was supposed to have 



thought they would crush Sean 

dinner was supposed to 

changes always went beyond plans. The situation 

fought back by humiliating Jen–Bond Holdings and Jon. 

cancel the so–called victory 

No one knew what 

Quinn family did not refuse 

for us 

private room, Kent asked after a 

do you 

asked indifferently, shooting a glance at 

Kent was speechless. 

Quinn has asked him to talk 

and went to see Sean. 

is meeting with Jon at such a time. 

meaning of making peace with 

 


